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„I am proud of the Ventus and the entire 

team.“ 
 

For quality assurance, Ottobock tests its products far 

beyond the specified standards prior to market 

introduction 
 
 

René Boer has been a wheelchair user for 21 years and, as Product Manager at 

Ottobock Mobility Solutions, makes a major contribution to the development of 

wheelchairs.  

 

Mr. Boer, you have been using a wheelchair yourself for over 20 years and are 
involved in wheelchair development at Ottobock. How important are your 
personal experiences to your occupation? 

René Boer: As Product Manager, I am involved in the development of a product from 

the outset. Thanks to my many years of experience, I am naturally aware of what is 

important in a wheelchair: weight, size, no sharp edges, the shape of the back, the 

adjustment possibilities – in other words, everything you need on an everyday basis 

and what has to be observed. Obtaining such feedback right at the beginning of the 

development process, and not only when the product is finished, is important for 

every developer and engineer. Involving someone in the product development 

process who uses a wheelchair and has everyday experience with that therefore 

makes a lot of sense. It helps me personally when I later use the product day to day, 

but it also helps other users. I think it's great that other handicapped people can 

benefit from my experiences.  
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Lightweight yet compact, sturdy and robust: the Ventus combines all of these 
characteristics. What features of the Ventus do you personally find most 
convincing? 

René Boer: The Ventus consists of high-strength aluminium material and is 

permanently welded. This ensures high stiffness. I take my car to work every day, 

which means I have to load and unload my wheelchair several times a day. Lifting the 

Ventus into the car and removing the wheels is easy for me. It suffers no loss of 

driving stability as a result, which is something that defines a rigid frame wheelchair. 

Because of the height of my paralysis and the lack of strength, having a lightweight 

wheelchair is very important to me personally. Every gram plays a role and 

minimising weight was highly successful with the Ventus. It has a compact stowing 

size after folding down the back and removing the wheels. When loading it into the 

car for example, I do not have to depend on other devices.  

 

The TÜV (German Association for Technical Inspection) demands numerous 
proof tests prior to CE approval. What is the nature of these tests at 
Ottobock? 

René Boer: The general test requirements at Ottobock are much stricter compared 

to what is specified by the certified testing institutes. We go far beyond the 

documented standards for internal quality assurance. Before one of our products 

goes to market, we absolutely ensure quality and safety with our own test 

requirements.  
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